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▶ demonstrate approach in case studies
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Example (Packet segmentation)

HTTP message $\xrightarrow{split}$ segment 1 $\xrightarrow{split}$ segment 2 $\xrightarrow{split}$ segment 3 $\xrightarrow{padding}$ header segment 1 $\xrightarrow{padding}$ header segment 2 $\xrightarrow{padding}$ header segment 3
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Composition theorem

Composed traffic modifier $f_2 \circ f_1$:

Theorem

$$H(X \mid Y_2 \circ Y_1) \geq H(X \mid Y_1)$$

▶ proof relies on *data processing inequality*

Consequence: relative security guarantees for free

▶ countermeasure $f_2 \circ f_1$ at least as strong as $f_1$

▶ security guarantees preserved when message passes protocol stack

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HTTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethernet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Our approach:
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⇒ ensure partition of vertices is a probabilistic bisimulation

\[
\begin{align*}
A & \rightarrow \frac{2}{3} \rightarrow C \\
B & \rightarrow \frac{1}{3} \rightarrow C \\
E & \rightarrow \frac{1}{3} \rightarrow B \\
& \rightarrow \frac{1}{3} \rightarrow D \\
& \rightarrow \frac{1}{3} \rightarrow D \\
\end{align*}
\]
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- there are many possible bisimulations
- our approach: consider random bisimulations
  1. start from random bi-partition
  2. refine it to coarsest bisimulation /* Derisavi et al.’03 */
  3. repeat
Case study

Trading security for overhead : 500 random bisimulations

![Graph showing the relationship between relative overhead and H(X|Y).]
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# paths

No countermeasure:

\[ H(X|Y) = 0 \]

Applying path-aware countermeasures (path length \( \ell = 5 \)):

- make all webpages have the same fingerprint:
  - expected overhead 73.5 \times \text{original size}
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<tr>
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</tr>
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Trading security for overhead: 500 random bisimiulations
Bonus material in the paper

- limits on overhead of path-aware countermeasure
- case study: auto-complete field
- using other entropy measures
- timing leaks: combining security guarantees with predictive timing mitigation (Askarov et al.’10)
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